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i was hoping to be able hashtags for any category i can
think of however unless i m using the app wrong it s
limited to only some very generic hashtags for example i
typed in food nothing populated i question if this app is
just a coverup used to collect my information to sell vs an
actual product a bit disappointing but would love to be
proven wrong it is not possible to record videos with the
tiktok app that last longer than sixty seconds therefore
sticking to the one minute limit is probably the best way to
ensure that your followers watch all videos you post on
your account from the beginning until the end there is no
time limit for videos you upload to your account so you
can use your phone s camera app to make videos that
are longer than one minute however you should tread
carefully since the longer duration of a video can
discourage viewers from watching the entire video
producing short music videos can be a challenging task
but it is also a great way to showcase your creativity and
inspire others to follow your work following the latest
social media trends is necessary because it enables you
to see what other types of content are popular at the
moment viral challenges like the recent kiki challenge
often involve singing and dancing to a popular song which
is why they are a great choice of content for the tiktok
platform that is mostly dedicated to music videos using
trending hashtags in the posts you share on your profile
will make your viral challenge videos visible to millions of
people and it can increase your number of followers
drastically in just a few days in addition a challenge can
inspire you to explore a specific topic or a music genre
further and help you build an easily recognizable style
that can expand the size of your fanbase a good duet is a
sure fire path to virality particularly if you can pull off a
duet with an existing popular tiktok account even if you
are collaborating with another unknown however videos
with friends and family are often tiktok s most popular
uploads
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